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Guideline: 

At the beginning of your shift, you are required to pick up an EMS kit, radio, and your accountability 
tag.  This constitutes the equipment necessary for call and will be referred to simply as “kit”. 

Each EMS kit is comprised of two (2) bags, both of which have a number.  The smaller bag contains 
the oxygen tank and airway supplies.  The main bag contains the defib, medications, BVM and 
remaining EMS supplies.  It is the responsibility of each member to become familiar with the 
equipment in each bag and its location.  We have four (4) kits, each bag is labeled with a number. 

Each member is responsible for carrying a radio during their shift.  The radio picked up should match 
the kit number when possible.  It is the responsibility of each member to become familiar with proper 
radio communications. 

Each member must have their accountability tag during their shift.  In the event of a structure fire or 
any other response that needs accountability, the member must give the Accountability Officer their 
tag.  All EMS accountability tags are located on the side of the cabinet immediately outside the EMS 
room door. 

It is acceptable to drop off the kit late and pick up the kit early as long as kits are available for the 
members on-call for their shift.  If a member still has a kit in their possession and they are not on-call, 
the member must listen for Plover pager tones and be able to respond in emergencies if the situation 
warrants additional EMS personnel. 

It is the responsibility of each member to return the kit after their shift in a reasonable timeframe.  
Misuse of this drop off/pick up kit policy will be reviewed by the Fire Chief for possible disciplinary 
action. 

Inspection Procedure  

Each EMS kit is sealed.  This seal is removed to use supplies and/or equipment in the sealed area 
when necessary on a call.  Seals may also be removed to check equipment for good working 
condition, check for expired medications, check for adequate supply levels or to familiarize yourself 
with the contents of the kit and location of supplies within the kit.  Anytime the seal is broken, the 
member is responsible for re-stocking and re-sealing the kit. 

 
Each member is responsible for checking to make sure the seal is intact before each shift.  If the seal 
is intact, the member writes down the kit number used for that shift and their initials on the shift sign-
out sheet located on the desk in the EMS room. 
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If the seal is not intact, the member is responsible for checking the kit and re-stocking, if necessary, 
using the Daily Re-Stock Kit form located in the EMS room.  The member must seal the kit and write 
their initials and the date on the seal before signing it out for the shift.  Members who discover kits 
that do not have the seal intact must notify an EMS Officer with the date and kit number. 
 
All kits used during a call must be brought into the department following that call and re-stocked 
immediately by both EMTs with supplies from the ambulance.  If supplies were unable to be obtained 
from the ambulance, supplies may be replenished from the EMS cabinet.  All supplies removed from 
the EMS cabinet must be marked with initials and date on the inventory supply usage sheet.  If the 
seal was broken, the kit must be re-sealed with initials and date. 
 
Members must notify an EMS Officer immediately if there is an issue with a kit, its equipment or 
supplies before, during or after a call. 
 
Failure to maintain kit integrity will be reviewed by the EMS Officers for possible disciplinary action. 
 
 


